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Abstract The aggregation of fuzzy information is a key

process of MCDM methods used to deal with uncertainties.

A class of aggregation methods for fuzzy information is

fuzzy distance aggregation operators in which distance

values are argument variables. This class of aggregation

operators permits us to consider an ideal alternative in the

aggregation process. But these operators fall in dealing

with situations among which distance values cannot be

aggregated directly. Therefore, we proposed some distance

induced fuzzy operators in which distance values are order-

inducing variables so that we can also consider an ideal

alternative but take other parameters, also including dis-

tance values, as argument variables in an aggregation

process. We analyzed the concepts, properties, and gener-

alized forms of proposed distance induced fuzzy operators

in this paper. Moreover, aiming at multi-criteria group

decision-making (MCGDM), three frameworks of

MCGDM methods with the proposed distance induced

fuzzy operators are constructed for three different

MCGDM situations, respectively. At the end of this paper,

an example is used to explain the detailed processes of

using the proposed frameworks to make a decision.

Keywords Information aggregation � Fuzzy information �
Distance values � Distance induced fuzzy operators �
MCGDM

1 Introduction

Information aggregation is an important problem for

MCDM. At present, numerous information aggregation

methods have been proposed and applied to solve lots of

complex problems [1–5]. As a part of information aggre-

gation methods, aggregation operators have achieved much

attention [6–10]. With the appearance of the ordered

weighted averaging (OWA) [11] and the induced ordered

weighted averaging (IOWA) [12] operators, many aggre-

gation operators for their extensions have been researched

for aggregating crisp numbers [13–18]. But with the

increasing complexity of problems, we cannot accurately

describe a problem only through crisp numbers. Therefore,

more and more different types of fuzzy numbers are pro-

posed [19–21] and used to describe uncertainties. The

research about combing aggregation operators with fuzzy

numbers has achieved numbers of achievements [6–8, 22]

and is applied to solve a lot of problems, such as the

diagnose of COVID-19 [20]. Commonly used operators for

aggregating uncertain information include the uncertain

OWA (UOWA) [23], the induced uncertain linguistic

OWA (IULOWA) [24], the fuzzy generalized OWA

(FGOWA) [25], the fuzzy induced GOWA (FIGOWA)

[26], the uncertain HOWA (UHOWA) [18], the uncertain

induced HOWA (UIHOWA) [18], the fuzzy induced

HOWA (FIHOWA) operators [27], and so on. These
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aggregation operators are all used in MCDM, especially in

MCGDM.

Distance measures are effective approaches to measure

similarity and difference between two elements or two

vectors [28–31]. Much research has conducted aiming at

how to use distance measures to deal with MCDM prob-

lems [32–34]. And distance aggregation operators consid-

ering distance measures in aggregation operators are

studied. The first distance aggregation operator is the

ordered weighted averaging distance (OWAD) operator

proposed by Merigó and Gil-Lafuente [35]. Aspired by the

OWAD operator, many distance aggregation operators,

including the induced OWAD (IOWAD) [36], the proba-

bilistic OWAD (POWAD) [37], the Minkowski POWAD

(MPOWAD) [38], the heavy OWAD (HOWAD) [39], the

induced Euclidean OWAD (IEOWAD) [40], the induced

MOWAD (IMOWAD) [41], the induced Minkowski

POWAD (IMPOWAD) [38], the induced HOWAD (IHO-

WAD) [42], the weighted IEOWAD (WIEOWAD) [43]

operators, and so on, are suggested. These distance

aggregation operators permit decision makers (DMs) to

consider an ideal alternative in the information aggregation

process.

Distance aggregation operators for aggregating fuzzy

information are also proposed. Merigó and Casanovas [44]

propose the linguistic OWAD (LOWAD) operator to

aggregate linguistic variables. Zeng et al. [45] propose the

intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted distance (IFOWD)

operator to aggregate intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. Zeng

[46] considers interval numbers in the OWAD operator and

introduces the uncertain OWAD (UOWAD) operator. Zeng

et al. [47] study the uncertain POWAD (UPOWAD)

operator to deal with uncertain decision-making problems.

Su et al. [48] consider the Euclidean distance in the UIO-

WAD operator to obtain the induced uncertain Euclidean

OWAD (IUEOWAD) operator. The fuzzy linguistic IEO-

WAD (FLIEOWAD) operator considers fuzzy linguistic

variables in the IEOWAD operator is studied by Xian and

Sun [49]. Xian et al. [50] consider fuzzy linguistic vari-

ables and the Minkowski distance in the IOWAD operator

to obtain the fuzzy linguistic IOWA Minkowski distance

(FLIOWAMD) operator. Li et al. [51] propose the 2-tuple

linguistic IGOWA distance (2LIGOWAD) operator

obtained by considering 2-tuple linguistic variables and

distance measures in the IGOWA operator. Through con-

sidering triangular fuzzy numbers in the IHOWAD oper-

ator, Zeng et al. [52] further suggest the fuzzy induced

HOWA distance (FIHOWAD) operator. Some other dis-

tance aggregation operators can be seen in Ref. [53–56].

These operators are almost used to deal with MCDM

problems.

Distance aggregation operators provide DMs more sce-

narios to select. They permit us to consider an ideal

alternative in an MCDM problem, and they all regard

distance values as argument variables. However, if distance

measures as argument variables are not accepted in the

information aggregation process, these operators cannot be

used by DMs. To solve this issue, we propose some dis-

tance induced fuzzy operators. These operators are sug-

gested for aggregating uncertain information represented

by triangular fuzzy numbers. They permit us to take an

ideal alternative represented by triangular fuzzy numbers

into consideration in information aggregation. And in these

proposed operators, the Hamming distance measures of

triangular fuzzy numbers are used to induce the rank of

argument variables. We analyze the concepts, properties,

and general forms of these new proposed operators. To

apply the distance induced fuzzy operators proposed in

MCGDM, we construct three frameworks of MCGDM

methods for three different decision-making situations. We

find that the distance induced fuzzy operators proposed can

provide more scenarios for DMs to select. We also find that

it is necessary to construct different frameworks of

MCGDM methods for different situations when we use the

proposed distance induced fuzzy operators in MCGDM.

This paper is arranged as follows. In the Sect. 2, we

review the Hamming distance, the triangular fuzzy number,

and the IOWA operator. In the Sect. 3, we firstly propose

the DIFOWA and WDIFOWA operators and analyze their

properties, and then, we extend them through the general-

ized means and the quasi-arithmetic means. Three frame-

works of MCGDM methods with the distance induced

fuzzy operators for three different decision-making situa-

tions are constructed in the Sect. 4. The best candidate

selection problem for a managerial position is presented to

illustrate how to use the proposed frameworks to solve an

MCGDM problem in the Sect. 5. Finally, we end this paper

with some main conclusions in the Sect. 6.

2 Preliminaries

We firstly review the basic concepts of the Hamming dis-

tance, the triangular fuzzy number, and the IOWA

operator.

2.1 The Hamming Distance

The Hamming distance can determine the distance of both

two crisp numbers or two fuzzy numbers. It is described as

follows.

Definition 1 [28] Let A ¼ a1; a2; . . .; anð Þ and B ¼
b1; b2; . . .; bnð Þ be two sets with n elements. A normalized

Hamming distance between A and B is defined as a map-

ping fNHD : Rn � Rn ! R with the following form:
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fNHD A;Bð Þ ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1

ai � bij j ð1Þ

where ai and bi are the i th arguments of sets A and B,

respectively.

Definition 2 [28] Let A ¼ a1; a2; . . .; anð Þ and B ¼
b1; b2; . . .; bnð Þ be two sets with n elements. A weighted

Hamming distance between A and B is defined as a map-

ping fWHD : Rn � Rn ! R with an associated weighting

vector W = x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ such that
Pn

i¼1 xi ¼ 1 and

xi 2 0; 1½ � for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, which has the following

form:

fWHD A;Bð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1

xi ai � bij j ð2Þ

where ai and bi are the i th arguments of sets A and B,

respectively.

Besides crisp numbers, we also use the Hamming dis-

tance to determine the difference of two sets or two vectors

represented by fuzzy numbers, including interval numbers,

triangular fuzzy numbers, and so on.

2.2 The Triangular Fuzzy Number

Triangular fuzzy numbers are commonly used to represent

uncertain information. In this paper, we use triangular

fuzzy numbers to research distance induced fuzzy aggre-

gation operators. A triangular fuzzy number is described as

follows.

Definition 3 [52] A triangular fuzzy number ~q is defined

as a triplet ~q ¼ qL; qM; qU½ �, qL; qM; qU 2 R in which qL, qU

and qM represent the lower, upper and modal values,

respectively. The membership function l ~q xð Þ is defined in

the following form:

l ~q xð Þ ¼

0; x\qL

x� qL

qM � qL
; qL\x\qM

qU � x

qU � qM
; qM\x\qU

0; x[ qU

8
>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>:

ð3Þ

where qL � qM � qU . When qM � qL ¼ qU � qM , ~q is a

symmetrical triangular fuzzy number. When

qL ¼ qM ¼ qU , ~q is reduced to a crisp number. Specifically,

when qL [ 0, ~q is a positive triangular fuzzy number. In

this paper, all the triangular fuzzy numbers are positive

triangular fuzzy numbers.

Let ~c ¼ cL; cM; cU½ � and ~d ¼ dL; dM; dU½ � be any two

positive triangular fuzzy numbers, and k[ 0. Some basic

operational laws are shown as follows:

(1) ~c� ~d ¼ cL þ dL; cM þ dM; cU þ dU
� �

(2) ~c� ~d ¼ cL � dL; cM � dM; cU � dU
� �

(3) k	 ~c ¼ kcL; kcM; kcU
� �

(4)
1

~c
¼ 1

cU
;

1

cM
;

1

cL

� �

(5) ~ck ¼ cL
� �k

; cM
� �k

; cU
� �kh i

According to the extension principle of fuzzy sets, the

results of five operational laws are also positive triangular

fuzzy numbers.

2.3 The IOWA Operator

The IOWA operator is a basic aggregation operator.

Research about extensions of the IOWA operator has

achieved a lot of achievements. The IOWA operator is

defined in the following form.

Definition 4 [12] A IOWA operator of dimension n is

defined as a mapping fIOWA : Rn � Rn ! R with an asso-

ciated weighting vector W ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ such thatPn
i¼1 xi ¼ 1 and xi 2 0; 1½ � for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, we have

fIOWA v1; x1h i; v2; x2h i; . . .; vn; xnh ið Þ ¼
Xn

j¼1

xjcj ð4Þ

where cj is the xi value in the IOWA pair vi; xih i having the

j th largest vi, vi is the order-inducing variable, and xi is the

argument variable.

The more general forms of the IOWA operator are the

IGOWA and the quasi-IOWA operators [14] obtained by

generalizing the IOWA operator with generalized means

and quasi-arithmetic means, respectively.

Usually, the IOWA operator and its extensions must

satisfy commutativity, monotonicity, boundedness, and

idempotency.

3 Distance Induced Fuzzy Operators

3.1 The Distance Induced Fuzzy OWA operator

In this paper, we will do some research about distance

induced fuzzy aggregation operators with the Hamming

distance and triangular fuzzy numbers. Firstly, we will

propose the distance induced fuzzy ordered weighted

averaging (DIFOWA) operator with the Hamming distance
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in this subsection. Assume ~X ¼ ~x1; ~x2; . . .; ~xnð Þ is an argu-

ment variable set, ~Y ¼ ~y1; ~y2; . . .; ~ynð Þ is a reference argu-

ment variable set, ~xi ¼ xLi ; x
M
i ; x

U
i

� �
and ~yi ¼ yLi ; y

M
i ; y

U
i

� �

for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n are all positive triangular numbers.

Definition 5 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy numbers,

a DIFOWA operator of dimension n is defined as a map-

ping fDIFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with an associated weighting

vector W ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ such that
Pn

i¼1 xi ¼ 1 and

xi [ 0 for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, such that.

fDIFOWA v1; ~x1h i; v2; ~x2h i; . . .; vn; ~xnh i;ð Þ ¼ �
n

j¼1
xj 	 ~bj
� �

¼ x1 	 ~b1

� �
� x2 	 ~b2

� �
� � � � � xn 	 ~bn

� �

ð5Þ

where ~bj is the ~xi value in the DIFOWA pair vj; ~xj
� 	

with

the j th largest value of vi, vi and ~xi are the order-inducing

variable and the argument variable, respectively. vi is

determined by Eq. (6) [52]

vi ¼
1

3
~xLi � ~yLi

� �
þ ~xMi � ~yMi
� �

þ ~xUi � ~yUi
� �

 

 ð6Þ

where vi 2 0;þ1ð Þ.

Next, we explain the aggregation procedure of the

DIFOWA operator through an example.

Example 1. Assume the argument variable set
~X ¼ 62; 70; 75½ �; 69; 82; 85½ �; 71; 77; 83½ �; 76; 88; 92½ �ð Þ, the

reference argument variable set
~Y ¼ 85; 90; 95½ �; 88; 91; 95½ �; 87; 93; 96½ �; 88; 90; 92½ �ð Þ, the

associated weighting vector W ¼ 0:25; 0:21; 0:28; 0:26ð Þ.
According to the proposed DIFOWA operator, the detailed

aggregation process is shown below.

Firstly, calculate the order-inducing variables vi for

i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, according to Eq. (8), we have

v1 ¼ 1

3
� 62 � 85ð Þ þ 70 � 90ð Þ þ 75 � 95ð Þj j ¼ 21:0;

v2 ¼ 1

3
� 69 � 88ð Þ þ 82 � 91ð Þ þ 85 � 95ð Þj j ¼ 12:7;

v3 ¼ 1

3
� 71 � 87ð Þ þ 77 � 93ð Þ þ 83 � 96ð Þj j ¼ 15:0;

v4 ¼ 1

3
� 76 � 88ð Þ þ 88 � 90ð Þ þ 92 � 92ð Þj j ¼ 4:7;

Then, reorder the four argument variables according to

the descending order of vi for i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, the result is

~b1 ¼ 62; 70; 75½ �; ~b2 ¼ 71; 77; 83½ �; ~b3 ¼ 69; 82; 85½ �; ~b4

¼ 76; 88; 92½ �:

Therefore, the aggregation result is

fDIFOWA 62; 70; 75½ �; 69; 82; 85½ �; 71; 77; 83½ �; 76; 88; 92½ �ð Þ
¼ 0:25 	 67; 70; 75½ �ð Þ � 0:21 	 71; 77; 83½ �ð Þ
� 0:28 	 69; 82; 85½ �ð Þ � 0:26 	 76; 88; 92½ �ð Þ

¼ 70:74; 79:51; 83:90½ �

:

Through the operational laws in Sect. 2.1 and example

1, we find that the result of a DIFOWA operator is a

positive triangular fuzzy number.

We further obtain the weighted distance induced fuzzy

ordered weighted averaging (WDIFOWA) operator using

the weighted Hamming distance.

Definition 6 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy numbers,

a WDIFOWA operator of dimension n is defined as a

mapping fWDIFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with two associated

weighting vectors W1 ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ and W2 ¼
w1;w2; . . .;wnð Þ such that

Pn
i¼1 xi ¼ 1,

Pn
i¼1 wi ¼ 1 and

xi [ 0, wi [ 0 for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, such that

fWDIFOWA u1; ~x1h i; u2; ~x2h i; . . .; un; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ �
n

j¼1
xj 	 ~cj
� �

¼ x1 	 ~c1ð Þ � x2 	 ~c2ð Þ � � � � � xn 	 ~cnð Þ
ð7Þ

where ~cj is the ~xi value in the WDIFOWA pair uj; ~xj
� 	

with

the j th largest value of ui, ui and ~xi are the order-inducing

variable and the argument variable, respectively. ui is

determined by Eq. (8) [50]

ui ¼ wi ~xLi � ~yLi
� �

þ ~xMi � ~yMi
� �

þ ~xUi � ~yUi
� �

 

 ð8Þ

where ui 2 0;þ1ð Þ.

If the weighting vectors W1 ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ and

W2 ¼ w1;w2; . . .;wnð Þ do not such that
Pn

i¼1 xi ¼ 1 andPn
i¼1 wi ¼ 1, the WDIFOWA operator is defined in the

following.

Definition 7 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy numbers,

a WDIFOWA operator of dimension n is defined as a

mapping fWDIFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with two associated

weighting vectors W1 ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ and W2 ¼
w1;w2; . . .;wnð Þ such that xi [ 0 and wi [ 0 for all

i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, according to the following formula

fWDIFOWA u1; ~x1h i; u2; ~x2h i; . . .; un; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ 1

W1

�
n

j¼1
xj 	 ~cj
� �

¼ x1

W1

	 ~c1

� �
� x2

W1

	 ~c2

� �
� � � � � xn

W1

	 ~cn

� �

ð9Þ

where ~cj is the ~xi value in the WDIFOWA pair uj; ~xj
� 	

with

the j th largest value of ui, ui and ~xi are the order-inducing

variable and the argument variable, respectively. ui is

determined by Eq. (10)
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ui ¼
wi

W2

~xLi � ~yLi
� �

þ ~xMi � ~yMi
� �

þ ~xUi � ~yUi
� �

 

 ð10Þ

Next, we also use a simple example to show the

aggregation procedure using the WDIFOWA operator.

Example 2. We also use the data in example 1 and

assume W2 ¼ 0:15; 0:30; 0:20; 0:35ð Þ, the detailed aggre-

gation process is shown below.

Firstly, calculate the order-inducing variables ui for

i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, according to Eq. (10), we have.

u1 ¼ 0:15 � 62 � 85ð Þ þ 70 � 90ð Þ þ 75 � 95ð Þj j ¼ 9:45;

u2 ¼ 0:30 � 69 � 88ð Þ þ 82 � 91ð Þ þ 85 � 95ð Þj j ¼ 11:43;

u3 ¼ 0:20 � 71 � 87ð Þ þ 77 � 93ð Þ þ 83 � 96ð Þj j ¼ 9:00;

u4 ¼ 0:35 � 76 � 88ð Þ þ 88 � 90ð Þ þ 92 � 92ð Þj j ¼ 4:94:

,

Then, reorder the four argument variables according to

the descending order of ui for i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, the result is

~c1 ¼ 69; 82; 85½ �; ~c2 ¼ 62; 70; 75½ �; ~c3 ¼ 71; 77; 83½ �; ~c4

¼ 76; 88; 92½ �:

Therefore, the aggregation result is

fWDIFOWA 62; 70; 75½ �; 69; 82; 85½ �; 71; 77; 83½ �; 76; 88; 92½ �ð Þ
¼ 0:25 	 69; 82; 85½ �ð Þ � 0:21 	 62; 70; 75½ �ð Þ
� 0:28 	 71; 77; 83½ �ð Þ � 0:26 	 76; 88; 92½ �ð Þ:

¼ 69:91; 79:64; 84:16½ �

According to the operational laws in Sect. 2.1 and

example 2, the result of a WDIFOWA operator is also a

positive triangular fuzzy number.

By comparing the results of examples 1 and 2, we

conclude that using different calculation methods of the

Hamming distance may lead to different aggregation

results. The reason is that using different types of Ham-

ming distance may lead to different reorder of order-in-

ducing variables calculated.

In MCDM, rank multi aggregation results obtained

using the DIFOWA operator or the WDIFOWA operator is

unavoidable. Some methods about how to rank triangular

fuzzy numbers have been proposed in the literature. We

use the following method to convert a triangular fuzzy

number to a crisp number. And we rank multi triangular

fuzzy numbers by ranking their corresponding crisp num-

bers. We regard the graded mean value of a triangular

fuzzy number as its corresponding crisp number [57].

Definition 8 [50] Let ~p ¼ pL; pM ; pU½ � be a positive tri-

angular fuzzy number, we represent the graded mean value

of ~p by the following form:

P ~pð Þ ¼ pL þ 4pM þ pU

6
ð11Þ

where P ~pð Þ is the graded mean value of ~p, i.e., we take

P ~pð Þ as the corresponding crisp number of the positive

triangular number ~p.

Let ~c ¼ cL; cM; cU½ � and ~d ¼ dL; dM ; dU½ � be two positive

triangular fuzzy numbers, if P ~cð Þ�P ~d
� �

, then ~c� ~d.

The DIFOWA and WDIFOWA operators are two spe-

cial cases of the IOWA operator combined with fuzzy

numbers. Therefore, the DIFOWA and WDIFOWA oper-

ators also satisfy the following properties.

Theorem 1 (Commutativity) Assume f is a DIFOWA or

a WDIFOWA operator, then

f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ
¼ f d1; ~z1h i; d2; ~z2h i; . . .; dn; ~znh ið Þ;

where d1; ~z1h i; d2; ~z2h i; . . .; dn; ~znh i represents any permu-

tation of e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh i.

Proof Assume e
i ; ~x


i

� 	
is the i th pair according to the

reordered positions ei for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n in descending

order and d
i ; ~z


i

� 	
is the i th pair according to the reordered

positions di for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n in descending order, we

have

f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ �
n

j¼1
xj 	 ~x
j ;

f d1; ~z1h i; d2; ~z2h i; . . .; dn; ~znh ið Þ ¼ �
n

j¼1
xj 	 ~z
j ;

since d1; ~z1h i; d2; ~z2h i; . . .; dn; ~znh i represents any permuta-

tion of e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh i, which implies that

e
i ¼ d
i and ~x
j ¼ ~z
j for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, and then,

f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ
¼ f d1; ~z1h i; d2; ~z2h i; . . .; dn; ~znh ið Þ:

Theorem 2 (Idempotency) Assume f is a DIFOWA or a

WDIFOWA operator, if ~xi ¼ ~a for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, then.
f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ ~a.

Proof Since ~xi ¼ ~a for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n andPn
j¼1 xj ¼ 1, then,

f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ
¼ f e1; ~ah i; e2; ~ah i; . . .; en; ~ah ið Þ ¼ �

n

j¼1
xj ~a ¼ ~a

Theorem 3 (Boundness) Assume f is a DIFOWA or a

WDIFOWA operator, then

min
i

~xif g� f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ� max
i

~xif g:
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Proof Assume min
i

~xif g ¼ ~y and max
i

~xif g ¼ ~z, since

min
i

~xif g� ~xi � max
i

~xif g for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, which

implies that.

f e1; ~yh i; e2; ~yh i; . . .; en; ~yh ið Þ� f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ
� f e1; ~zh i; e2; ~zh i; . . .; en; ~zh ið Þ

according to Theorem 2, we have

f e1; ~yh i; e2; ~yh i; . . .; en; ~yh ið Þ ¼ ~y;

f e1; ~zh i; e2; ~zh i; . . .; en; ~zh ið Þ ¼ ~z;

and then,

min
i

~xif g� f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ� max
i

~xif g.

Theorem 4 (Monotonicity) Assume f is a DIFOWA or a

WDIFOWA operator, if the reordering positions of ei are

the same as the ones of di and ~xi � ~zi for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n,

then

f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ� f d1; ~z1h i; d2; ~z2h i; . . .; dn; ~znh ið Þ .

Proof Since the reordering positions of ei are the same as

the ones of di, which implies that.

f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ f d1; ~x1h i; d2; ~x2h i; . . .; dn; ~xnh ið Þ;
f d1; ~z1h i; d2; ~z2h i; . . .; dn; ~znh ið Þ ¼ f e1; ~z1h i; e2; ~z2h i; . . .; en; ~znh ið Þ;

and since ~xi � ~zi for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, therefore, we con-

clude that
f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ � f e1; ~z1h i; e2; ~z2h i; . . .; en; ~znh ið Þ ¼ f d1; ~z1h i; d2; ~z2h i; . . .; dn; ~znh ið Þ;
f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ f d1; ~x1h i; d2; ~x2h i; . . .; dn; ~xnh ið Þ� f d1; ~z1h i; d2; ~z2h i; . . .; dn; ~znh ið Þ;

,

and then,

f e1; ~x1h i; e2; ~x2h i; . . .; en; ~xnh ið Þ� f d1; ~z1h i; d2; ~z2h i; . . .; dn; ~znh ið Þ:

Like other aggregation operators, we can also divide the

DIFOWA or WDIFOWA operator into two types, the

ascending type, and the descending type, respectively.

When we rank the order-inducing variables in ascending

order, we obtain the ascending DIFOWA (ADIFOWA) or

ascending WDIFOWA (AWDIFOWA) operator. When we

rank the order-inducing variables in descending order, we

obtain the descending DIFOWA (DDIFOWA) or

descending WDIFOWA (DWDIFOWA) operator.

Aiming at the situation of ties of order-inducing vari-

ables, i.e., Hamming distance measures, in the DIFOWA or

WDIFOWA operator, we replace the argument variables

having tied order-inducing variables by their average [14].

Assume there are m DIFOWA pairs u1; ~x1h i; u2; ~x2h i;
. . .; um; ~xmh i and u1 ¼ u2 ¼ � � � ¼ um, we replace

~x1; ~x2; . . .; ~xm by their average ~x such that

~x ¼ 1

m
	 ~x1 � ~x2 � � � � � ~xmð Þ ð12Þ

3.2 The Distance Induced Generalized Fuzzy OWA

operator

We further generalize the DIFOWA and the WDIFOWA

operators with generalized means. So, the distance induced

generalized fuzzy OWA (DIGFOWA) and the weighted

distance induced generalized fuzzy OWA (WDIGFOWA)

operators are obtained.

Definition 9 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy numbers,

a DIGFOWA operator of dimension n is defined as a

mapping fDIGFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with an associated

weighting vector W ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ such thatPn
i¼1 xi ¼ 1 and xi [ 0 for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, according

to Eq. (13)

fDIGFOWA v1; ~x1h i; v2; ~x2h i; . . .; vn; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ �
n

j¼1
xj 	 ~bj

� �k �� �1
k

¼ x1 	 ~b1

� �k �
� x2 	 ~b2

� �k �
� � � � � xn 	 ~bn

� �k �h i1
k

ð13Þ

where ~bj is the ~xi value in the DIGFOWA pair vj; ~xj
� 	

with

the j th largest value of vi, vi is the order-inducing variable

determined by Eq. (6), ~xi is the argument variable, and

k 2 �1;þ1ð Þ is a parameter.

If the sum of W not equals to 1, the DIGFOWA operator

is defined in the following.

Definition 10 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy num-

bers, a DIGFOWA operator of dimension n is defined as a

mapping fDIGFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with an associated

weighting vector W ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ such that xi [ 0

for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, we have.

fDIGFOWA v1; ~x1h i; v2; ~x2h i; . . . vn; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ 1

W
�
n

j¼1
xj 	 ~bj

� �k �� �1
k

¼ x1

W
	 ~b1

� �k �
� x2

W
	 ~b2

� �k �
� � � � � xn

W
	 ~bn
� �k �h i1

k

ð14Þ

where ~bj is the ~xi value in the DIGFOWA pair vj; ~xj
� 	

with

the j th largest value of vi, vi is the order-inducing variable

determined by Eq. (6), ~xi is the argument variable, and

k 2 �1;þ1ð Þ is a parameter.

It is easy to find that the DIFOWA operator is obtained

from the DIGFOWA operator when k ¼ 1. Some special

cases can also be obtained from the DIGFOWA operator

by choosing different parameters k.

Remark 1 The distance induced fuzzy OWG (DIFOWG)

operator is obtained if k ¼ 0. The distance induced fuzzy

OWQA (DIFOWQA) operator is obtained if k ¼ 2. The

distance induced fuzzy OWHA (DIFOWHA) operator is

obtained if k ¼ �1.
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The WDIFOWA operator can also be generalized in the

same way using generalized means. So, the weighted dis-

tance induced generalized fuzzy OWA (WDIGFOWA)

operator is obtained.

Definition 11 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy num-

bers, a WDIGFOWA operator of dimension n is defined as

a mapping fWDIGFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with two associated

weighting vectors W1 ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ and W2 ¼
w1;w2; . . .;wnð Þ such that

Pn
i¼1 xi ¼ 1,

Pn
i¼1 wi ¼ 1 and

xi [ 0, wi [ 0 for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, we have.

fWDIGFOWA u1; ~x1h i; u2; ~x2h i; . . . un; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ �
n

j¼1
xj 	 ~cj

� �k �� �1
k

¼ x1 	 ~c1ð Þk
 �

� x2 	 ~c2ð Þk
 �

� � � � � xn 	 ~cnð Þk
 �h i1

k

ð15Þ

where ~cj is the ~xi value in the WDIGFOWA pair uj; ~xj
� 	

with the j th largest value of ui, ui is the order-inducing

variable determined by Eq. (8), ~xi is the argument variable,

and k 2 �1;þ1ð Þ is a parameter.

If
Pn

i¼1 xi 6¼ 1 and
Pn

i¼1 wi 6¼ 1, the WDIGFOWA

operator is defined as follows.

Definition 12 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy num-

bers, a WDIGFOWA operator of dimension n is defined as

a mapping fWDIGFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with two associated

weighting vectors W1 ¼ x1;x2; . . .xnð Þ and W2 ¼
w1;w2; . . .wnð Þ such that xi [ 0, wi [ 0 for all

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . n, we have

fWDIGFOWA u1; ~x1h i; u2; ~x2h i; . . .; un; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ 1

W1

�
n

j¼1
xj 	 ~cj

� �k �� �1
k

¼ x1

W1

	 ~c1ð Þk
� �

� x2

W1

	 ~c2ð Þk
� �

� � � � � xn

W1

	 ~cnð Þk
� �� �1

k

ð16Þ

where ~cj is the ~xi value in the WDIGFOWA pair uj; ~xj
� 	

with the j th largest value of ui, ui is the order-inducing

variable determined by Eq. (10), ~xi is the argument vari-

able, and k 2 �1;þ1ð Þ is a parameter.

It is easy to find that the WDIFOWA operator is

obtained from the WDIGFOWA operator when k ¼ 1.

Some special cases can also be obtained from the WDIG-

FOWA operator by choosing different parameters k.

Remark 2 The weighted distance induced fuzzy OWG

(WDIFOWG) operator is obtained if k ¼ 0. The weighted

distance induced fuzzy OWQA (WDIFOWQA) operator is

obtained if k ¼ 2. The weighted distance induced fuzzy

OWHA (WDIFOWHA) operator is obtained if k ¼ �1.

It is easy to find that the DIGFOWA and the WDIG-

FOWA operators are the general forms of the DIFOWA

and the WDIFOWA operators, respectively.

3.3 The Distance Induced Quasi Fuzzy OWA

operator

We also suggest the quasi-DIFOWA and the quasi-WDI-

FOWA operators, respectively.

Definition 13 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy num-

bers, a quasi-DIFOWA operator of dimension n is defined

as a mapping fQDIFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with an associated

weighting vector W ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ such thatPn
i¼1 xi ¼ 1 and xi [ 0 for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, according

to the following formula.

fQDIFOWA v1; ~x1h i; v2; ~x2h i; . . . ; vn; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ g�1 �
n

j¼1
xj 	 g ~bj

� �� �� �

¼ g�1 x1 	 g ~b1

� �� �
� x2 	 g ~b2

� �� �
� � � � � xn 	 g ~bn

� �� �� �

ð17Þ

where ~bj is the ~xi value in the QDIFOWA pair vj; ~xj
� 	

with

the j th largest value of vi, vi is the order-inducing variable

determined by Eq. (6), ~xi is the argument variable, and g is

a strictly continuous monotonic function.

Similarly, if the weighting vector W does not satisfyPn
i¼1 xi ¼ 1, we define the quasi-DIFOWA operator as

follows.

Definition 14 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy num-

bers, a quasi-DIFOWA operator of dimension n is defined

as a mapping fQDIFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with an associated

weighting vector W ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ such that xi [ 0

for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, according to the following formula

fQDIFOWA v1; ~x1h i; v2; ~x2h i; . . .; vn; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ g�1 1

W
�
n

j¼1
xj 	 g ~bj

� �� �� �

¼ g�1 x1

W
	 g ~b1

� � �
� x2

W
	 g ~b2

� � �
� � � � � xn

W
	 g ~bn

� � �h i

ð18Þ

where ~bj is the ~xi value in the QDIFOWA pair vj; ~xj
� 	

with

the j th largest value of vi, vi is the order-inducing variable

determined by Eq. (6), ~xi is the argument variable, and g is

a strictly continuous monotonic function.

Remark 3 If g ~xð Þ ¼ ~xk, the DIGFOWA operator is

derived.

Remark 4 If g ~xð Þ ¼ ~x, the DIFOWA operator is derived.

Definition 15 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy num-

bers, a quasi-WDIFOWA operator of dimension n is

defined as a mapping fQWDIFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with two

associated weighting vectors W1 ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ and

W2 ¼ w1;w2; . . .;wnð Þ such that
Pn

i¼1 xi ¼ 1,
Pn

i¼1 wi ¼ 1
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and xi [ 0, wi [ 0 for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, according to the

following formula.

fQWDIFOWA u1; ~x1h i; u2; ~x2h i; . . .; un; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ g�1 �
n

j¼1
xj 	 g ~cj

� �� �� �

¼ g�1 x1 	 g ~c1ð Þð Þ � x2 	 g ~c2ð Þð Þ � � � � � xn 	 g ~cnð Þð Þ½ �
ð19Þ

where ~cj is the ~xi value in the QWDIFOWA pair uj; ~xj
� 	

with the j th largest value of ui, ui is the order-inducing

variable determined by Eq. (8), ~xi is the argument variable,

and g is a strictly continuous monotonic function.

Similarly, if the weighting vectors W1 and W2 do not

satisfy
Pn

i¼1 xi ¼ 1 and
Pn

i¼1 wi ¼ 1, we define the quasi-

WDIFOWA operator as follows.

Definition 16 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy num-

bers, a quasi-WDIFOWA operator of dimension n is

defined as a mapping fQWDIFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with two

associated weighting vectors W1 ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ and

W2 ¼ w1;w2; . . .;wnð Þ such that xi [ 0 and wi [ 0 for all

i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, according to Eq. (20)

fQWDIFOWA u1; ~x1h i; u2; ~x2h i; . . .; un; ~xnh ið Þ ¼ g�1 1

W
�
n

j¼1
xj 	 g ~cj

� �� �� �

¼ g�1 x1

W
	 g ~c1ð Þ

 �
� x2

W
	 g ~c2ð Þ

 �
� � � � � xn

W
	 g ~cnð Þ

 �h i

ð20Þ

where ~cj is the ~xi value in the QWDIFOWA pair uj; ~xj
� 	

with the j th largest value of ui, ui is the order-inducing

variable determined by Eq. (10), ~xi is the argument vari-

able, and g is a strictly continuous monotonic function.

Remark 5 If g ~xð Þ ¼ ~xk, the WDIGFOWA operator is

derived.

Remark 6 If g ~xð Þ ¼ ~x, the WDIFOWA operator is

derived.

We can even define the quasi-DIOWA and the quasi-

WDIOWA operators by considering another strictly con-

tinuous monotonic function k to determine the order-in-

ducing variables v
i or u
i .

Definition 17 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy num-

bers, a quasi-DIFOWA operator of dimension n is defined

as a mapping fQDIFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with an associated

weighting vector W ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ such thatPn
i¼1 xi ¼ 1 and xi [ 0 for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, according to

Eq. (21)

fQDIFOWA v
1; ~x1

� 	
; v
2; ~x2

� 	
; . . .; v
n; ~xn

� 	� �
¼ g�1 �

n

j¼1
xj 	 g ~bj

� �� �� �

¼ g�1 x1 	 g ~b1

� �� �
� x2 	 g ~b2

� �� �
� � � � � xn 	 g ~bn

� �� �� �

ð21Þ

where ~bj is the ~xi value in the QDIFOWA pair v
j ; ~xj

D E
with

the j th largest value of v
i , v
i is the order-inducing variable

determined by Eq. (22), ~xi is the argument variable, and g

is a strictly continuous monotonic function.

v
i ¼ k við Þ ð22Þ

here, vi is determined by Eq. (8) and k is a strictly con-

tinuous monotonic function.

Definition 18 Let X be the set of triangular fuzzy num-

bers, a quasi-WDIFOWA operator of dimension n is

defined as a mapping fQWDIFOWA : Xn � Xn ! X with two

associated weighting vectors W1 ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ and

W2 ¼ w1;w2; . . .;wnð Þ such that
Pn

i¼1 xi ¼ 1,
Pn

i¼1 wi ¼ 1

and xi [ 0, wi [ 0 for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, according to

Eq. (23)

fQWDIFOWA u
1; ~x1

� 	
; u
2; ~x2

� 	
; . . .; u
n; ~xn

� 	� �
¼ g�1 �

n

j¼1
xj 	 g ~cj

� �� �� �

¼ g�1 x1 	 g ~c1ð Þð Þ � x2 	 g ~c2ð Þð Þ � � � � � xn 	 g ~cnð Þð Þ½ �
ð23Þ

where ~cj is the ~xi value in the QWDIFOWA pair u
j ; ~xj

D E

with the j th largest value of u
i , u


i is the order-inducing

variable determined by Eq. (24), ~xi is the argument vari-

able, and g is a strictly continuous monotonic function.

u
i ¼ k uið Þ ð24Þ

here, ui is determined by Eq. (8) and k is a strictly con-

tinuous monotonic function.

4 Three Different Frameworks of MCGDM
Methods

In this section, we will research how to use the proposed

distance induced fuzzy operators in MCGDM problems.

Aiming at three different decision-making situations that

will happen in MCGDM, we will construct three frame-

works of MCGDM methods, respectively. The three deci-

sion-making situations are illustrated in the following.

Situation I. The information of every alternative is

given by every DM, and every DM constructs an ideal

alternative, respectively. The distance induced fuzzy

operators are used to aggregating the information afforded

by every DM, respectively.

Situation II. The information of every alternative is

given by every DM, respectively, and a unique ideal
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alternative is constructed by all DMs. The distance induced

fuzzy operators are used to aggregating the information

afforded by every DM, respectively.

Situation III. The information of every alternative is

given by every DM, respectively, and a unique ideal

alternative is constructed by all DMs. The information

afforded by all DMs is firstly aggregated to group infor-

mation, and then, the distance induced fuzzy operators are

used to aggregating the group information.

4.1 The Framework for Situation I

The detailed steps of the framework for situation I are

shown as follows.

Step 1. Obtain all the individual matrices. Let

o1; o2; . . .; op represent p alternatives, x1; x2; . . .; xn repre-

sent n attributes, s1; s2; . . .; sm represent m DMs. The indi-

vidual decision-making matrix of every DM is shown as

Eq. (25).

ð25:Þ

where Ek represents the individual decision-making matrix

of sk, x
k
ij represent the entries of Ek.

Step 2. Construct all the individual ideal alternatives.

Let o
k ¼ xk
1 ; xk
2 ; . . .; xk
n
� �

be the ideal alternative given

by sk, x
k

j represents the corresponding attribute value of xj.

Step 3. Choose one distance induced fuzzy operator.

In this step, every DM chooses one distance induced fuzzy

operator based on their preference. In this step, all the

operators chosen by all DMs can be the same or different.

Step 4. Calculate order-inducing variables between

individual alternatives and the individual ideal alter-

native for every DM, respectively. According to the

distance induced fuzzy operator selected by every DM,

choose the associated method to calculate the Hamming

distances (order-inducing variables).

Step 5. Aggregate the information of every DM with

associated distance induced fuzzy operator, respec-

tively. In this step, the aggregation result of every DM

concerning every alternative can be obtained. Assume yik
represents the aggregation result of alternative oi from DM

sk obtained with the corresponding distance induced fuzzy

operator.

Step 6. Calculate the final evaluation result of every

alternative. Assume yi represents the final evaluation

result of oi, f represents an aggregation method, such as the

OWA operator, and so on. yi is obtained using Eq. (26).

yi ¼ f yi1; yi2; . . .; yimð Þ ð26Þ

Step 7. Rank all the alternatives and make a decision.

Generally, the best alternative is the one with the maximal

evaluation result or the one with the minimal evaluation

result related to the aggregation method f selected.

4.2 The Framework for Situation II

The detailed steps of the framework for situation II are

shown in the following.

Step 1. Obtain all the individual matrices. This step is

the same as step 1 in Sect. 4.1.

Step 2. Construct a unique ideal alternative.

According to the discussion of all DMs, only one ideal

alternative is built. Assume o
 ¼ x
1; x


2; . . .; x



n

� �
represents

the ideal alternative, in which x
j is the corresponding value

of xj, j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n.

Step 3. Choose one appropriate distance induced

fuzzy operator. According to the preference and opinions,

every DM only chooses one distance induced fuzzy oper-

ator. In this step, all the operators chosen by all DMs can be

the same or different.

Step 4. Calculate the order-inducing variables. Based

on the distance induced fuzzy operator chosen by every

DM, all the order-inducing variables for the decision-

making matric of every DM can be obtained by selecting

the corresponding distance measure method.

Step 5. Calculate the evaluation result of every DM

for every alternative. According to the order-inducing

variables obtained, aggregate every individual decision

matrix using corresponding distance induced fuzzy opera-

tor to get the evaluation result of every DM for every

alternative.

Step 6. Aggregate individual evaluation results to

final evaluation results. Aggregating the evaluation

results of the same alternative of all DMs to a final eval-

uation result. Assume yik represents the evaluation result of

oi given by sk, yi represents the final evaluation result of oi.

yi is determined by Eq. (27).

yi ¼ g yi1; yi2; . . .; yinð Þ ð27Þ

where g represents any aggregation function.

Step 7. Rank all the alternatives and make a decision.

According to the aggregation function selected, rank all the
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alternatives. Generally, the best alternative is the one with

either the maximal evaluation result or the minimal eval-

uation result.

4.3 The Framework for Situation III

The detailed steps of the framework for situation III are

shown in the following.

Step 1. Obtain all the individual matrices. This step is

the same as step 1 in Sect. 4.1.

Step 2. Construct a unique ideal alternative. This step

is the same as step 2 in Sect. 4.2.

Step 3. Aggregate all the individual matrices into a

group matrix. The group matric is shown as follows.

ð28:Þ

where E represents the group matrix, xij represents the

collective attribute value of xj for oi. Assume h represents

any aggregation function, the value xij is determined by

Eq. (29).

xij ¼ h x1
ij; x

2
ij; . . .; x

m
ij

 �
ð29Þ

Step 4. Choose one appropriate distance induced

fuzzy operator. This step is the same as step 3 in Sect. 4.2.

Step 5. Calculate all the order-inducing variables.

Based on the group matrix obtained, the ideal alternative,

and the distance induced fuzzy operator selected by every

DM, use the corresponding distance measure function to

calculate all the order-inducing variables.

Step 6. Calculate all the individual evaluation results.

Aggregate the information of every alternative in the group

matrix with corresponding distance induced fuzzy operator

selected by every DM, respectively.

Step 7. Calculate the final evaluation results. Aggre-

gate the evaluation results of every alternative given by all

DMs to a final evaluation result. Assume ŷik represents the

evaluation result of oi given by sk, ŷi represents the final

evaluation result of oi. ŷi is determined by Eq. (30).

ŷi ¼ l ŷi1; ŷi2; . . .; ŷimð Þ ð30Þ

where l represents any aggregation function.

Step 8. Rank all the alternatives and make a decision.

According to the aggregation function selected, rank all the

alternatives. Generally, the best alternative is the one with

either the maximal evaluation result or the minimal eval-

uation result.

5 Numerical Example

The proposed distance induced fuzzy operators in this

paper can be used in numerous applications, such as multi-

criteria decision-making, economic evaluation, supply

chain management, and so on. In this section, we discuss an

MCGDM problem using the DIFOWA operator and

frameworks for situations II and III.

Suppose a company needs to employ a manager to lead

the sales department according to its development status.

After deep consideration, one of four candidates (o1, o2, o3

and o4) will be considered to take this managerial position.

These four candidates are evaluated from five attributes

which are work experience (x1), sales ability (x2), leader-

ship (x3), knowledge level (x4), and learning ability (x5). To

select the best candidate, four experts from different sales

companies are invited to help to make the final decision.

Assume these four experts are s1, s2, s3 and s4. The weights

of these four experts are 0.20, 0.30, 0.25, 0.25, respec-

tively. For the complexity of this decision-making prob-

lem, experts cannot express their opinion through crisp

numbers, but they can give an interval and modal value

regarding every attribute of every candidate so that it is

suitable for experts to use triangular fuzzy numbers to

express their opinions. Therefore, four experts constructed

individual decision-making matrices Ek (k ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4),

respectively, shown as follows. A reference alternative o


also represented by triangular fuzzy numbers is built shown

in Table 1 after discussion by these four experts. In this

numerical example, the weights of five attributes are 0.23,

0.14, 0.18, 0.25 and 0.5, respectively. We will use the

frameworks of MCGDM methods for situations II and III

to make a decision, respectively.

Table 1 Attribute values of reference alternative

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

o
 [90,93,96] [92,95,98] [88,93,98] [93,95,99] [89,94,99]
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5.1 Use the Framework for Situation II to Make

a Decision

According to the framework for situation II and the known

information, the detailed decision-making steps are shown

as follows. Assume all the experts select the DIFOWA

operator in this numerical example.

Step 1. According to Eq. (6), calculate all the order-

inducing variables listed in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 according to

E1, E2, E3, E4 and Table 1, respectively.

Step 2. Reference the calculation process of the

DIFOWA operator and the values obtained in Tables 2, 3,

4, 5, calculate the evaluation result of every candidate for

every expert shown in Table 6.

Step 3. Aggregate the evaluation results of every can-

didate given by all experts to a final evaluation result. In

this step, the following information aggregation method,

i.e., Eq. (31), is used. The results are shown in Table 7.

yi ¼ �
p

k¼1
xkyik ð31Þ

Table 2 Order-inducing variables for matrix E1

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

o1 23.00 16.00 3.00 14.67 8.00

o2 20.00 11.00 4.67 22.67 7.00

o3 22.00 13.33 7.67 15.67 11.33

o4 24.67 9.00 13.00 10.00 12.00

Table 3 Order-inducing variables for matrix E2

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

o1 9.00 8.67 8.00 10.67 7.00

o2 6.00 13.00 10.00 7.67 9.00

o3 12.00 10.00 12.33 8.67 11.00

o4 3.00 12.00 11.00 12.67 8.00
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Step 4. Convert all the final evaluation results to crisp

numbers according to Eq. (11) by calculating their graded

mean values. The corresponding crisp evaluation numbers

for these four candidates are shown in Table 8.

Step 5. Rank these four crisp evaluation numbers in

descending order, we have

82.41[ 82.21[ 82.20[ 82.03, i.e., o4 � o2 � o1 � o3.

So, the best candidate is o4.

We also replace the DIFOWA operator with another six

operators, respectively. And corresponding evaluation

results and ranks as listed in Tables 9, 10.

5.2 Use the Framework for Situation III to Make

a DECISION

According to the framework for situation III and the known

information, the detailed decision-making steps are shown

as follows. Same, assume the DIFOWA operator is selected

by all experts in this numerical example.

Step 1. Calculate the group matrix E which is shown in

the following. In this step, the following information

aggregation method, i.e., Eq. (32), is used.

xij ¼ �
p

k¼1
xkx

k
ij ð32Þ

Table 4 Order-inducing variables for matrix E3

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

o1 17.00 19.67 14.00 19.00 20.00

o2 16.33 24.00 12.00 19.00 21.00

o3 6.67 14.33 13.00 20.00 17.67

o4 6.67 21.00 9.33 17.33 15.33

Table 5 Order-inducing variables for matrix E4

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

o1 11.33 6.67 10.33 8.33 7.33

o2 7.67 9.00 12.67 6.67 5.33

o3 14.00 13.00 5.33 9.00 7.67

o4 8.00 11.67 15.33 11.00 7.00

Table 6 Evaluation results of every candidate from every expert

o1 o2 o3 o4

s1 (74.51,79.99,89.22) (77.41,81.13,86.10) (75.53,79.97,84.39) (75.70,80.25,84.93)

s2 (80.62,85.26,90.62) (80.18,85.18,90.18) (78.33,83.79,88.33) (79.97,84.97,89.97)

s3 (71.37,76.45,81.28) (69.79,75.82,81.14) (73.92,79.04,85.27) (74.31,80.14,86.14)

s4 (81.82,85.49,88.92) (82.23,85.86,89.49) (79.35,84.78,88.97) (79.46,83.13,87.67)

Table 7 Final evaluation result

of every candidate
o1 o2 o3 o4

yi (77.39,82.06,87.58) (77.54,82.20,86.93) (76.92,82.09,86.94) (77.57,82.36,87.43)

E ¼

ð73:20; 78:05; 84:60Þ ð78:85; 82:05; 86:95Þ ð79:25; 84:25; 88:25Þ ð77:15; 82:35; 88:60Þ ð78:55; 82:85; 89:00Þ
ð76:40; 80:75; 86:45Þ ð76:30; 80:20; 85:45Þ ð78:20; 83:70; 86:80Þ ð77:70; 82:55; 87:00Þ ð78:15; 83:65; 88:15Þ
ð74:40; 80:25; 84:85Þ ð77:40; 83:10; 87:00Þ ð77:65; 83:85; 88:05Þ ð77:75; 82:10; 88:20Þ ð77:65; 82:55; 86:10Þ
ð79:00; 83:60; 87:90Þ ð76:15; 81:80; 86:35Þ ð75:80; 80:85; 86:15Þ ð77:60; 82:40; 88:35Þ ð79:20; 83:45; 88:20Þ
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Step 2. According to Eq. (6), calculate the results of all

the order-inducing variables shown in Table 11 according

to the matrix E and the reference alternative.

Step 3. Reference the calculation process of the

DIFOWA operator and the values obtained in Table 11,

calculate the evaluation result of every candidate shown in

Table 12.

Step 4. Convert the evaluation results shown in Table 12

to crisp evaluation numbers based on Eq. (11) by calcu-

lating their graded mean values to obtain the results shown

in Table 13.

Step 5. Rank these crisp evaluation numbers in

descending order, we have 82.44[ 82.24[ 82.13[
82.10, i.e., o4 � o2 � o3 � o1. So, the best candidate is o4.

Similarly, we also replace the DIFOWA operator with

another six operators, respectively. And corresponding

evaluation results and ranks are shown in Tables 14, 15.

5.3 Comparison Analysis of Different MCGDM

Methods

Many MCGDM methods with aggregation operators

belong to one of the three proposed frameworks in which

the distance induced fuzzy operators are replaced by other

aggregation operators. Therefore, we replace the distance

induced fuzzy operators with other aggregation operators

to finish the comparison analysis of our proposed MCGDM

methods with other MCGDM methods. Aiming at the

frameworks for situations II and III, we consider six dif-

ferent MCGDM methods with Max D, Min D, FNHD,

FWHD, FOWA, FOWAD operators, respectively. The

corresponding comparison figures of ranks of four candi-

dates with different MCGDM methods are shown as

follows.

Aiming at the MCGDM methods according to the

framework for situation II, from Table 10 and Fig. 1, we

can easily find that the rank of the MCGDM method with

the DIFOWA operator is only the same as the MCGDM

method with the FNHD operator, totally different from the

MCGDM methods with the other five operators. Aiming at

the MCGDM methods according to the framework for

situation III, from Table 15 and Fig. 2, we can easily find

that the rank of the MCGDM method with the DIFOWA

operator is different from the MCGDM methods with the

other six operators. It means that the DIFOWA operator

provides more selections for DMs to consider. We further

conclude that the ranks of the MCGDM methods with the

fuzzy aggregation operators in which distance measures are

regarded as order-inducing variables are almost different

from the ranks of the MCGDM methods with the fuzzy

distance aggregation operators in which distance measures

are taken as argument variables. Therefore, all the distance

Table 8 Corresponding crisp evaluation number of every candidate

o1 o2 o3 o4

yi 82.20 82.21 82.03 82.41

Table 9 Corresponding

evaluation result of every

operator

Max D Min D FNHD FWHD FOWA FOWAD DIFOWA

o1 15.63 7.87 11.87 11.94 82.03 11.79 82.20

o2 17.60 7.07 12.04 11.79 81.96 11.94 82.21

o3 16.60 7.13 12.07 12.07 82.12 11.99 82.03

o4 17.82 6.12 11.68 11.47 82.39 11.60 82.41

Table 10 Corresponding rank

of every operator
Aggregation operator Rank Aggregation operator Rank

Max D o1 � o3 � o2 � o4 FOWA o4 � o3 � o1 � o2

Min D o4 � o2 � o3 � o1 FOWAD o4 � o1 � o2 � o3

FNHD o4 � o1 � o2 � o3 DIFOWA o4 � o2 � o1 � o3

FWHD o4 � o2 � o1 � o3

Table 11 Order-inducing variables for matrix E

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

o1 14.38 12.38 9.08 12.97 10.53

o2 11.80 14.35 10.10 13.25 10.68

o3 13.17 12.50 9.82 12.98 11.90

o4 9.50 13.57 12.07 12.88 10.38
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induced fuzzy operators proposed in this paper can afford

more selections for DMs to select.

Noted that the rank of the MCGDM method with the

DIFOWA operator in Sect. 5.1 is different from the rank of

the MCGDM method with the DIFOWA operator in

Sect. 5.2. It means that using the same distance induced

fuzzy aggregation operator to deal with the same MCGDM

problem will lead to different decisions. Therefore, aiming

at the different functions of a distance induced fuzzy

operator play in an MCGDM problem, it is extremely

necessary to construct different frameworks of MCGDM

methods for DMs to select.

In real applications, the preference, the interest, and the

opinions of DMs should be considered to decide to select

which distance induced operator or operators and frame-

work of MCGDM methods to make a decision.

6 Conclusions

In this manuscript, to consider an ideal alternative in the

process of fuzzy information aggregation, we combine

distance measures with the induced ordered weighted

averaging (IOWA) operator and triangular fuzzy numbers

to propose some distance induced fuzzy aggregation

operators. Compared with the existing fuzzy distance

aggregation operators, the distinctive feature of our pro-

posed operators is that the distance measures between an

evaluated alternative and an ideal alternative are taken as

order-inducing variables rather than argument variables.

This way leads to a benefit that DMs can consider other

variables as argument variables. We have proposed the

DIFOWA and WDIFOWA operators and analyzed their

properties. We have also extended the DIFOWA and

WDIFOWA operators using generalized means and quasi

arithmetic means and proposed the DIGFOWA, the

WDIGFOWA, the quasi-DIFOWA, and the quasi-WDI-

FOWA operators, respectively.

To use the proposed distance induced fuzzy aggregation

operators to solve MCGDM problems, we have constructed

three different frameworks of MCGDM methods for three

different decision-making situations, respectively. From

the analysis of the numerical example and comparison with

the MCGDM methods using some other fuzzy distance

aggregation operators, we have seen that the MCGDM

methods with proposed distance induced fuzzy aggregation

operators afford more scenarios for DMs so that DMs have

more selection to express their judgments accurately. We

also found that using the proposed operators to aggregate

Table 12 Evaluation result of

every candidate
o1 o2 o3 o4

yi (77.32,81.81,87.41) (77.36,82.19,86.79) (76.87,82.32,86.66) (77.62,82.49,87.37)

Table 13 Corresponding crisp evaluation numbers of all evaluation

results

o1 o2 o3 o4

yi 82.10 82.13 82.24 82.44

Table 14 Corresponding

evaluation results with different

operators

Max D Min D FNHD FWHD FOWA FOWAD DIFOWA

o1 14.38 9.08 11.87 12.03 82.09 11.80 82.00

o2 10.10 10.10 12.04 11.99 82.04 11.97 82.15

o3 9.82 9.82 12.07 12.17 82.22 12.03 82.13

o4 9.50 9.50 11.68 11.55 82.36 11.59 82.49

Table 15 Corresponding ranks

with different operators
Aggregation operator Rank Aggregation operator Rank

Max D o4 � o3 � o2 � o1 FOWA o4 � o3 � o1 � o2

Min D o1 � o4 � o3 � o2 FOWAD o4 � o1 � o2 � o3

FNHD o4 � o1 � o2 � o3 DIFOWA o4 � o2 � o3 � o1

FWHD o4 � o2 � o1 � o3
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different information in the same MCGDM problem

probably lead to different decision-making conclusions.

Therefore, our research about constructing different

frameworks of MCGDM methods with the same distance

induced fuzzy operator is extremely necessary, so that DMs

will further make better decision-making.

Because an ideal alternative is needed when using the

proposed distance induced fuzzy operators, how to select or

construct a reasonable ideal alternative is a key issue to pay

attention to. Furthermore, our proposed operators only deal

with uncertain information represented by triangular fuzzy

numbers so that they will fail in aggregating uncertain

information represented by other kinds of fuzzy numbers.

Therefore, in the future, we will explore the scientific

methods to determine an ideal alternative for our proposed

aggregation operators. And we will further research some

other distance induced aggregation operators with different

fuzzy numbers, including intuitionistic fuzzy numbers,

Pythagorean fuzzy numbers, interval 2-tuple linguistic

fuzzy numbers, and the like. We will also explore applying

the proposed distance induced fuzzy aggregation operators

with other typical decision-making methods, such as the

TOPSIS method, the entropy method, and so on, to solve

decision-making problems in reality.
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